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MY-i-PTZ-4G-60WS
Starlight Function 
1/2.8” 5.0M Pixel Sony CMOS
IMX335
HI3516D + IMX335
30x f = 4.7mm -94mm

Main Stream:(2592*1944)1-15fps;
(2592*1520)1-16fps; (2304*1296)1-
25(30)fps; (1920*1080)1-25(30)fps;
(1280*960)1-25(30)fps;
(1280*720)1-25(30)fps
Support the P2P or Android, IOS
Support Onvif2.4 
H.264 main profile & M-JPEG Dual-
stream Encoding ,Three
Simultaneous video streams
Standard SDK, CGI, easy to be
integrated with other digital
systems
Support platform: FDD-LTE/TD-
LTE/WCDMA/HSPA+/TD-
SWCDMA/GSM/GPRS/EDGE

NEW 32 bit processor, with soft ID,
more storage space, higher speed,
better performance, lower
consumption 
Imported array IR LED, auto adjust
zoom according to different
distance
IR range 150M
With digital temperature controlling
system protecting IR LED 
360 degree continued rotation,
manual pan speed 0~120°/S,
manual tilt speed 0~90°/S, pre-set
speed 200°/S.
4 tours, DC12V  

Network Features:

Dome Features:
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Welcome to McGrath Locks
 

We  are committed to meeting the
rising demand for smarter, easier
access solutions for home and
business owners. Enhance the

appearance of your home with one of
our sleek new generation digital

locks, cameras and intercoms. An
elegant first impression on entry.

 
Choose from our range of

sophisticated locks, cameras,
intercoms and many more. Either
striking contemporary design or

classic traditional style, all
engineered and crafted with quality

and durability in mind.
 

Advanced security for your home with
a selection of easy access options

for you and your family.
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A grade monocrystalline silicon solar panel, 120W/18V (two
boards)
Lithium battery can be equipped with 20AH/30AH/40AH 
Maximum output: 12V5A, 
Ordinary camera can supply at least 40~120 hours. 
Battery-specific waterproof box, with switch, aluminum alloy
bracket
2pcs camera-specific DC interface                                             
7.Suitable for 4G speed dome camera, or ordinary IP
camera (can be transmitted over wireless bridges) 

MY-i - 60WS
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